UB-LE-501: Audiovisual Communication

Assessment criteria

First phase

1) Research (60%)
   1.1 Scientific publications: 40%
   1.2 Participation in research projects and research contracts: 15%
   1.2 Mobility (research stays of candidates): 5%

2) Teaching (30%)
   2.1 Teaching activities and supervision of bachelor and master theses: 20%
   2.2 Quality of teaching (original learning material, publications on teaching, projects in teaching innovation, assessments of teaching activity, etc.): 10%

3) Other merits (10%)
   Awards, organization of scientific events, experience on university management positions, etc.

Second phase

The candidate will have 20-30 minutes to present his/her trajectory and specially to expose his/her proposal of research and teaching activities to be developed in the Department.

In addition to the specific evaluation criteria described for the First Phase of the selection process, the evaluation of the second phase will also consider:

1. the quality of the candidate's presentation
2. the research and teaching activities planned to be developed at the Department to improve its competitiveness and its future intellectual direction
3. the ability to answer the questions raised by the members of the Committee related to the presentation and the candidate's future plans.
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